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Klokočník et al. observe a circular feature in the gravity data over the Chicxulub impact crater, and suggest that this feature might be indicative of a secondary crater. The proposed secondary crater is located 85 km northeast of the main crater center. Although Klokočník et al. reference several papers that present seismic profiles across the crater, they do not mention that two of the profiles image the region of their proposed secondary crater (Fig. 1).

In Fig. 2 we display the velocity model [Christeson et al., 2009] and line drawing for seismic profile Chicx-C [Gulick et al., 2008]. Uninterpreted seismic sections can be found in Morgan et al. [1999] and Gulick et al. [2008]. These data show no evidence for a secondary crater at a distance of 85 km from the crater center. Seismic stratigraphy is faulted but continuous across this region; if a secondary crater were present reflectors would be absent owing to excavation [Morgan et al., 1997] as observed along Chicx-C at distances <30-40 km from the crater center. A more likely explanation for the perturbation in the gravity field is that it is associated with a pre-existing Cretaceous basin proposed for this location [Gulick et al., 2008].
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Fig. 1. Location of seismic profiles crossing proposed secondary crater at Chicxulub.

Fig. 2. Seismic profile Chicx-C: velocity model and line drawing.